
Crisis Zone Simon Hanselmann: Discover the
Twisted Tales of Megg, Mogg, and Owl
Step into the Crisis Zone, a twisted and deranged world created by Simon
Hanselmann, where the highs and lows of life are explored through the eyes of
his peculiar and outlandish characters: Megg, Mogg, and Owl. Dive into a 3000-
word journey as we unravel the layers of dark humor, emotional turmoil, and
social commentary that make Hanselmann's graphic novels a unique and
addictive experience.

The Birth of Crisis Zone

Simon Hanselmann, a renowned Australian cartoonist, introduced the world to
Megg, Mogg, and Owl through his webcomic Megg, Mogg & Owl. What began as
a lighthearted exploration of quirky characters soon evolved into an exploration of
existential crises, substance abuse, mental health issues, and the complexities of
human relationships.

The dysfunctional trio comprises of Megg, a depressed witch who relies on drugs
as an escape from reality; Mogg, her lazy and anthropomorphic cat; and Owl,
their naive and often deluded owl friend. These characters act as vessels for
Hanselmann's exploration of his own struggles with depression and addiction,
resulting in a raw and brutally honest portrayal of life's darkest moments.
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A Darkly Humorous Take on Life's Struggles

Hanselmann's ability to extract humor from despair is what sets Crisis Zone apart
from traditional graphic novels. The depravity and chaos that Megg, Mogg, and
Owl find themselves in are often seen through the lens of dark comedy, allowing
readers to simultaneously laugh and cringe at the characters' misfortunes.

From Megg's drug-fueled antics and Mogg's nonchalant attitude towards life to
Owl's misguided attempts at self-improvement, Crisis Zone takes joy in pushing
its characters to their limits and beyond. With each panel, Hanselmann
showcases the absurdity and tragedy that permeate our own existence, turning
painful experiences into sources of humor and reflection.

Exploring Mental Health and Identity

Beneath the surface of crisis-induced chaos, Crisis Zone delves into the
complexities of mental health and the quest for personal identity. Megg's battle
with depression and addiction becomes a central theme throughout the graphic
novels, mirroring Hanselmann's own struggles in real life.

Hanselmann masterfully depicts the highs and lows that come with mental illness,
never shying away from the brutal reality of its destructive impact. Through the
fantastical world of Megg, Mogg, and Owl, readers gain insight into the emotional
rollercoaster that is often taboo in society, creating a space for empathy and
understanding.

Additionally, Crisis Zone explores the concept of identity and the search for
purpose in a world that often feels overwhelming. Megg, Mogg, and Owl stumble
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through life, desperately craving a sense of direction, only to find themselves
caught in a cycle of self-sabotage and dysfunction. This exploration of identity
provides a poignant commentary on the human condition and the struggles we all
face in finding our place in the world.

The Cult Following and Critical Acclaim

Simon Hanselmann's Crisis Zone has garnered a cult following and critical
acclaim for its unconventional storytelling and unapologetic exploration of life's
darker aspects. Fans of the series appreciate Hanselmann's ability to seamlessly
blend humor with tragedy, creating an emotionally charged experience that
resonates long after the final page is turned.

With acclaim from established artists and cartoonists, Crisis Zone has carved its
niche in the graphic novel industry. The raw, unfiltered portrayal of mental health
struggles has sparked conversations and challenged societal norms, opening the
doors for acceptance and understanding.

: Embracing the Crisis Zone

In the strange and mesmerizing world of Crisis Zone, Simon Hanselmann invites
readers to observe the highs and lows of life through the eyes of Megg, Mogg,
and Owl. With a darkly humorous touch, the graphic novels provide a unique
perspective on mental health, addiction, and the search for identity.

By fearlessly exploring taboo topics, Hanselmann breaks down barriers and
creates a space for empathy and understanding. Crisis Zone is not merely a
collection of comics; it is a mirror reflecting our darkest moments and a reminder
that even in our struggles, there is room for laughter and growth.
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In March 2020, as the planet began to enter lockdown, acclaimed cartoonist
Simon Hanselmann decided that what the world needed most was free, easily
accessible entertainment, so he set out to make the greatest webcomic ever
created! The result is also certain to be one of the most acclaimed and eagerly
anticipated graphic novels of 2021. As the Covid-19 pandemic continued to
escalate far beyond any reasonable expectations, Crisis Zone escalated right
alongside, in real time, with daily posts on Instagram. Crisis Zone's battle mission
was to amuse the masses: no matter how horrible and bleak everything seemed,
at least Werewolf Jones wasn’t in your house! Over the course of 2020, Crisis
Zone has amassed unprecedented amounts of new fans to the Megg and Mogg
universe and is presented here, unabridged and uncensored, with a slew of
added pages and scenes deleted from the webcomic, as well as an extensive
“Director’s Commentary” from Hanselmann himself.

Lone Wolf And Cub Volume 12 Shattered
Stones
Are you a fan of thrilling samurai tales filled with action, suspense, and
honor? Look no further than Lone Wolf And Cub Volume 12 Shattered
Stones. This installment of the...
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Discover Priest Manga Volume Symphony Of
Blood: An Unforgettable Journey into Dark
Fantasy
The world of manga is filled with exciting and captivating stories, and one
that stands out amongst the rest is the Priest Manga Volume Symphony
Of Blood. This incredible...

Delve Into One More Year Megahex: A Darkly
Hilarious Journey by Simon Hanselmann
Are you ready to immerse yourself in the chaotic and utterly addictive
world created by Simon Hanselmann? One More Year Megahex is his
latest graphic novel that will...

Crisis Zone Simon Hanselmann: Discover the
Twisted Tales of Megg, Mogg, and Owl
Step into the Crisis Zone, a twisted and deranged world created by
Simon Hanselmann, where the highs and lows of life are explored
through the eyes of his peculiar and...

The Collectors - The Camel Club: A Thrilling
Saga of Intrigue and Secrets
Are you a fan of gripping thrillers that keep you on the edge of your seat?
If so, look no further than "The Collectors - The Camel Club", a must-read
series that combines...
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The Unforgettable Tale of Elmo Little Dreidel: A
Heartwarming Sesame Street Story
Elmo Little Dreidel has become an iconic character on Sesame Street,
captivating audiences with his infectious energy and adorable antics.
This lovable character has become...

The Honest Mum Guide To Surviving And
Thriving At Work And At Home
Are you a working mom who is struggling to find balance between your
professional and personal life? Do you often feel overwhelmed with the
demands of work and home? If so,...

The Demigod Crew And The Ancient Greek
Disaster
The Mythology of Ancient Greece Ancient Greece: a land of gods,
heroes, and legends. The Greek pantheon, filled with powerful deities
and demigods, has...
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